Objective: Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are means to provide evidence-based medical knowledge. In order to make up-to-date ''best'' scientific evidence available these documents need to be updated on an ongoing basis. An effective method to accomplish this aim is offered by the so-called ''living guidelines'': Living guidelines are documents presenting up-to-date and state-of-the-art knowledge to practitioners. To have guidelines implemented by computer-support they have to be formalized in a computer-interpretable form in a first step. Due to the complexity of such formats the formalization process is burdensome and time-consuming. Automating parts of the modeling process and, consequently, modeling updates of these guideline documents are demanded. Methods and material: The LASSIE methodology supports this task by formalizing guidelines in several steps from the textual form to the guideline representation language Asbru using a document-centric approach. LASSIE uses information extraction techniques to semi-automatically accomplish these steps. We apply LASSIE to support the implementation of living guidelines. Results: Based on a living guideline published by the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) we show that adaptations of previously formalized guidelines can be accomplished easily and fast. Thereby, the different versions of guideline documents are compared and updates are identified. Due to the traceable formalization method of linking text parts and their corresponding formal models, we are able to inherit unchanged models from previously formalized versions. Thus, we only need to § This is an extended and revised version of K. Kaiser and S. Miksch. Formalizing 'Living Guidelines' using LASSIE: A Multi-step Information Extraction Method,
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Summary
Objective: Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are means to provide evidence-based medical knowledge. In order to make up-to-date ''best'' scientific evidence available these documents need to be updated on an ongoing basis. An effective method to accomplish this aim is offered by the so-called ''living guidelines'': Living guidelines are documents presenting up-to-date and state-of-the-art knowledge to practitioners. To have guidelines implemented by computer-support they have to be formalized in a computer-interpretable form in a first step. Due to the complexity of such formats the formalization process is burdensome and time-consuming. Automating parts of the modeling process and, consequently, modeling updates of these guideline documents are demanded. Methods and material: The LASSIE methodology supports this task by formalizing guidelines in several steps from the textual form to the guideline representation language Asbru using a document-centric approach. LASSIE uses information extraction techniques to semi-automatically accomplish these steps. We apply LASSIE to support the implementation of living guidelines. Results: Based on a living guideline published by the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) we show that adaptations of previously formalized guidelines can be accomplished easily and fast. Thereby, the different versions of guideline documents are compared and updates are identified. Due to the traceable formalization method of linking text parts and their corresponding formal models, we are able to inherit unchanged models from previously formalized versions. Thus, we only need to
Introduction
Clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) are important instruments for standardization and uniform improvement of quality in medical care and are defined as ''systematically developed statements to assist practitioners and patient decisions about appropriate healthcare for specific circumstances'' [1] .
According to [2] the five initial steps of the development cycle of a CPG are (1) identifying and refining the topic of the CPG, (2) convening and running guideline development groups, (3) assessing the evidence about clinical questions or conditions on the basis of systematic reviews, (4) translating the evidence into a recommendation within the CPG, and (5) external review of the guideline. This development process takes at least two years. Thus, CPGs can be out of date as soon as they are produced, since new research findings are continuously published. To overcome this problem sometimes the shelf life of a guideline is identified; either by a date (e.g., this guideline will be reviewed in 2 years) or by a statement that the review date will be determined by the availability of new evidence (e.g., this guideline will be considered for review as new evidence becomes available). Alternatively, we can consider a new option--the living guideline. A living guideline is one that remains under review on an ongoing basis, with updates published at set intervals (e.g., annually).
The review of the guideline (i.e., a new article in the specified field is available) may have various characteristics. On the one hand it can add additional evidence and thus alter the evidence level of a recommendation. On the other hand it can lead to a new recommendation or it may change an existing one. However, in the majority of cases only small text parts are changed; often only the reference to the new article is added or the reference to an obsolete article is removed.
Modeling CPGs in a computer-interpretable form is a prerequisite for various computer applications to support their application. However, transforming guidelines into a formal guideline representation is a difficult task. In [3, 4] we have proposed a semiautomatic methodology called LASSIE to model treatment processes in multiple steps using information extraction (IE).
We will now show that we can use LASSIE to support the formalization of living guidelines. Applying this method, which traces both the general formalization steps and the changes to new versions has the potential to reduce the modeling effort. The Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) 1 has already published a living guideline [5] . Based on the documents provided we will show that adaptations of formalized guidelines can be accomplished easily and fast.
In the next section we will discuss some work on guideline formalization tools and guideline versioning methods. Afterwards, we will give a short introduction in LASSIE. In Section 4 we describe the adaptation of LASSIE for supporting living guidelines followed by a case study illustrating our methodology. In Section 6 we discuss the applicability and usability of our methodology. Section 7 summarizes our work and represents our conclusions.
Related work
In this section, we present relevant work describing guideline formalization tools and approaches for guideline versioning.
For formalizing clinical guidelines into a guideline representation language (see [6, 7] for an overview and comparison) various tools exist. We can classify such tools in document-centric and model-centric tools.
Document-centric approaches
Markup-based tools utilize a document-centric approach. Thereby, the original guideline document is systematically marked-up by the user in order to generate a semi-formal model of the marked text part.
The GEM Cutter [8] was one of the first exponents of this approach transforming guideline information into the GEM format [9] . tions. The Document Exploration and Linking Tool/ Addons (DELT/A) [11] supports the translation of HTML documents into any XML language. It uses links between the text part in the original document and its corresponding XML model (see Fig. 1 ). To generate a specific model user-definable macros can be used. Uruz, part of the Digital Electronic Guideline Library (Degel) framework [12] , is a web-based markup tool that supports indexing and markup using any hierarchical guideline-representation format. It enables the user to embed in the guideline document terms originating from standard vocabularies.
Model-centric approaches
In model-centric approaches a conceptual model is formulated by domain experts. The relationship between the model and the original document is only indirect. AsbruView [13] uses graphical metaphors to represent Asbru plans [14] . AREZZO and TALLIS [15] support the translation into PROforma [16] using graphical symbols representing the different types of tasks of the language. Protégé [17] is a knowledge acquisition tool that supports the translation into guideline representation languages EON [18] , GLIF [19] , and PROforma [16] . It uses specific ontologies for these languages, whereas parts of the formalization process can be accomplished with predefined graphical symbols. AREZZO, TALLIS, and Protégé offer a flowchart-based representation of the processes.
Guideline versioning
Unfortunately, guideline versioning has not been adequately addressed by now. There are two approaches dealing with versioning.
Peleg and Kantor [20] propose a model-centric approach for GLIF [19] . Thereby, the underlying GLIF ontology is extended by version information. A versioning tool was developed that supports the creation of a new CPG model or the modification of an existing one as well as the displaying of versions of a CPG model, highlighting the differences.
Seyfang et al. [21] describe the formalization of 'living guidelines' using a document-centric approach. They start with an HTML version of the guideline and use different intermediate representations to derive a formal model of the guideline. The first intermediate representation is the Many-Headed Bridge (MHB) [22] that is used to bridge the gap between informal representations, such as free text and tables, and more formal representations, such as Asbru, GLIF, or PROforma. The DELT/A tool [11] is used to mark-up text chunks and generate the cor- Besides dealing with changes during the development process of guidelines, the following approaches focus on changes during the adaptation process.
Peleg et al. [23] developed a model-based approach for adapting guidelines to local circumstances and encoding them using the GLIF3 formalism [19] . Thereby, at first, the original guideline is encoded in GLIF3 using the Protégé knowledge acquisition tool. In a second step, definitions of concepts are clarified, data items of the initial encoding are matched to the data entities in the local electronic medical record (EMR), and local practice is analyzed. After this, in a third step, the initial encoding is revised that it fits with local practice and it includes formal definitions of data queries and decision criteria that are mapped to the EMR's schema and available data. Finally, the encoding is manually checked by clinicians and knowledge engineers as well as test cases are executed using the GLIF Execution Engine (GLEE) [24] . If problems are encountered during validation, steps 2 and 3 are repeated until validation results are correct.
Terenziani et al. [25] proposed a context-adaptable approach to clinical guidelines. They describe how to extend GLARE 2 [26] in order to cope with context adaptation. To accomplish a resource-based adaptation, they developed an automatic pre-compilation tool which, taking into account a general clinical guideline expressed in the GLARE formalism and a list of resources (e.g., resources of a given hospital), provides a context-based clinical guideline, in which all non-executable actions (paths) are automatically pruned. In [27] they describe an extension of their work to deal with upgrade adaptation. Thereby, the underlying data model of GLARE is augmented to support versioning.
But still, using the mentioned tools the modeling process is complex and labor intensive. Methods are needed to automate parts of the modeling task.
LASSIE--modeling treatment processes using information extraction
In the course of time most of the guideline representation languages have produced a very extensive syntax. They can present a multitude of different information and data. Due to this complexity, the modeling process of a CPG into such a language is a very challenging and burdensome task. As a onestep or even a two-step modeling process was shown to be not sufficient to the modeler [28, 22] , we apply a multi-step transformation process that facilitates the formalization process by various intermediate representations (IRs) obtained in stepwise procedures.
Our multi-step transformation methodology (cf. Fig. 2 ), called LASSIE 3 (see [3, 4] ), supports the document-centric approach by marking the original guideline document and generating the particular models for each marked text part. It is intended to 58 K. Kaiser, S. Miksch Figure 2 Steps to (semi-)automatically gain an Asbru representation of CPGs. To gain process information from a CPG the first two steps (gaining the SentenceIR representation and the marked-up guideline document in the first step, as well as the ActionIR representation in the second step) are accomplished in order to have a representation independent of the final guideline language.
be a semi-automatic approach. This enables the user not only to correct the transformations, but also to augment them by implicit knowledge necessary for a subsequent execution. After each step the user is able to view the results using the DELT/A tool [11] (see also Fig. 1 ). We can identify the following benefits of the multi-step approach and in the following of the IRs:
(1) IRs support a concise formalization process. IRs are specific templates used by IE methods to present the desired information. The IE methods use a terminology based on the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) 4 [29] and manually generated extraction patterns (see Listing 1 for example patterns).
CPGs present effective treatment processes. One challenge when authoring CPGs is the detection of individual processes and their relations and dependencies. We can generate simple representations of treatment instructions (i.e., actions), which are independent from the final guideline representation language. Based on this independent representation we can transform the information in further steps into the guideline languages. To extract processes from CPGs we proceed in several steps which serve to filter segments of text containing treatment instructions from the documents and to generate processes. Fig. 2 represents our approach whereas the first two steps result in representations independent of the subsequent guideline representation language.
The first step is to extract the relevant sentences containing treatment instructions by marking-up the original guideline document (see Fig. 3(a) ). The subsequent step is to combine several sentences to one action and to structure the actions and detect relations among them (see Fig. 3(b) ). These two steps provide a basis for the subsequent transformation of the process information into several guideline representation languages. In [3, 4] we have demonstrated that it is possible to formalize processes using IE for modeling guidelines in the Asbru format.
Adaptation of LASSIE for 'Living Guidelines'
Using LASSIE, a unique identifier (i.e., the DELT/A link) marks information transformed from one step to the next. We now apply LASSIE to support the formalization of living guidelines. The documents provide us the information that has changed: Adaptations (i.e., modifications in a sentence and newly added sentences) of every new revision are marked by arrows and highlighted in terms of color (or in different gray scales) (see Fig. 4 ). Sentences that were deleted in the new version are not represented or marked in the new guideline document.
The coloring results from the tagging of the guideline document both on a semantic level (e.g., by using <span class=''update2005''> to indicate an update of the 2005 version of the guideline) and on a representation level (i.e., the definition of the 'update2005' style using different background coloring, etc.). Both tagging and definition are accomplished by the guideline developing organization. Thus, the number of guideline versions is not Versioning computer-interpretable guidelines 59
Listing 1. Extraction patterns used to populate IRs expressed in BNF. Above are definitions of some phrase patterns, followed by sentence patterns.
<number or range> ::= <number> ((' to 'j'-') <number>)? <time> ::= <number or range> <time-unit> <dosage> ::= <number or range> <dose-unit> <iteration> ::= ('TID'j'BID'j'QD'j('Q'j'every')) <time> j <number or range> ('times'j'doses') ('per'j'a') <time-unit> <duration> ::= <time> . . . <therapy instrument> ::= <pharmacological substance> j <drug> j <surgical procedure> j <remedy> <trigger> ::= 'indicate' j 'activate' j 'perform' j 'prescribe' j 'treat' . . . <relevant sentence> ::= (<therapy instrument> <dosage> <duration> <iteration> <condition> <diagnosis>)* <trigger> (<therapy instrument> <dosage> <duration> <condition> <diagnosis>)* <relevant clause> ::= (<dosage> <duration> <iteration> <condition> <therapy instrument>)* . . . restricted. Each version identifier has to be unique and the particular coloring should be visually distinguishable.
We now propose a new method utilizing this information. Thereby, the new guideline is not going to be modeled from scratch, but already modeled parts from previous versions are inherited. Thus, only new text parts have to be modeled (see Fig. 5 ).
As LASSIE is a multi-step methodology, we have to satisfy each step for the living guideline's formalization.
Pre-processing
As the input of LASSIE's first step is the XHTMLconform guideline document, we have to preprocess the document to receive a unified document format. We accomplish this by XSLT scripts, HTML Tidy, 5 and manual post-processing in order to obtain not only a well-formed but also a hierarchically well-structured XHTML document.
We have built an extensible model for representing text documents containing sections, subsections, and so on, their headings, paragraphs, lists, tables, and figures or rather their links. The various taggings for marking text of different revisions are also preserved in this model.
Marking-up the new guideline version
LASSIE's first step is to detect relevant sentences and text parts in the guideline document. Text parts are thereby list entries that may not be complete sentences, but are referred to as sentences in the remaining article.
The output of LASSIE's first step are two files (see also Fig. 3(a) ):
(1) The marked-up guideline document, where relevant sentences are marked and tagged by a DELT/A link, and (2) A file containing all relevant sentences and their corresponding DELT/A links.
We use these files of the previous guideline version to detect unchanged relevant sentences in the new guideline version. We proceed by parsing the new guideline document and search for each sentence marked-up in the previous version. Thereby, we have to consider not only equal sentences but also equal contexts of them. This is necessary as a marked-up sentence can appear repeatedly in the document and we have to assign the correct DELT/A link in the new document. Thus, a sentence is defined by its section and paragraph. For sentences that remain unchanged in the new version and that were marked-up in the previous version the markup information (i.e., the DELT/A link id) is transferred. For each sentence in the new guideline that is marked as updated as a part or whole we apply the first step of the LASSIE methodology (see Fig. 3(a) and [4] for details) in order to detect relevant sentences for further processing. Relevant sentences of the old guideline version that are not found in the new document can be seen as removed.
For each sentence of the new guideline that has been marked as relevant by the LASSIE methodology we assign also a version id. Furthermore, we have to be aware to not assign an obsolete DELT/A link to a new sentence.
Thus, we obtain the new marked-up guideline version and are now able to extract the processes in order to gain a representation independent of the final guideline language. After this step, the user is also able to view the resulting files with the DELT/A tool and make corrections. 
Further transformation of the extracted information
After obtaining the new marked-up guideline document we can proceed with the subsequent steps coming up with LASSIE. That means, we can inherit models of subsequent representations that correspond with text parts that were not changed in the new guideline version. For new or changed models the particular processing step of LASSIE is applied. For instance, to detect processes we proceed as following.
Within the next step of the LASSIE methodology relevant sentences are structured and relationships between sentences are found (see Fig. 3(b) ). The output of this step is a representation (ActionIR) containing actions, relations controlling the process flow between these actions, and the structure illustrating the hierarchy and nesting of groups of actions.
An action contains the action sentence, possible assigned annotation sentences, treatment instruments, information about the dosage, duration or iteration of a drug administration, and conditions. If the action is part of a selection (i.e., at least one action has to be chosen among several), it is given a selection id. DELT/A links are inherited from the SentenceIR representation in order to provide the traceability of the modeling process.
In order to obtain actions from our new version of the marked-up guideline, we can inherit action and annotation sentences from the previous ActionIR version. Furthermore, new relevant sentences of the current guideline version are classified in action and annotation sentences. When sentences are classified as annotation they must be assigned an action sentence. If an action and its assigned annotation sentences were not changed in the new version, the complete action node is inherited to the new ActionIR representation. Otherwise, the action node and its additional information has to be generated by LASSIE. Additionally, a version id is assigned for these new nodes. Likewise, we are able to inherit relations between action nodes if neither of the two action nodes has changed. Otherwise, we have to detect new relations using LASSIE. The third part of the ActionIR representation, the structure of the actions, is then generated by LASSIE.
The output of this step (see Fig. 6 ) is then a new version of the ActionIR representation, which can be viewed with the DELT/A tool. Changed information is identifiable by the version id. The user may then make corrections or add new information to the representation.
Case study
We tested the applicability of our method to a real living guideline. Based on the British guideline on the management of asthma [5] developed by SIGN in its version of 2005, we generated the previous Versioning computer-interpretable guidelines 61 guideline versions (i.e., from 2004) due to the nonavailability of the old documents. 6 This was possible because SIGN offers a document which clearly describes every adaptation (i.e., modification, adding, removal) of the text. For evaluating the method, we only used Section 4 (Pharmacological Management) of the guideline. It describes an important part of the asthma treatment and contains also updated text parts.
Formalizing the original guideline version
We preprocessed the old guideline document to comply our unified document format. Starting with the old guideline document, we used LASSIE to generate the particular models necessary for formalization in Asbru. We automatically generated the intermediate representations and adapted them according to our needs. The document consists of 509 sentences. 139 of them were classified as relevant for further processing (see Fig. 7 ).
Formalizing the new guideline version
The next step was to model the new guideline version using our new method. Therefore, we prototypically implemented our method to automate this task and adapted our implementation of LASSIE to enable the processing of living guidelines. Figure 5 Formalizing a living guideline using LASSIE. The documents provide us the information that has changed. After comparing the new documents with the previous ones we are able to adapt the former formalized documents using LASSIE.
Preprocessing
We preprocessed the new guideline document in order to gain a unified document format complying the XHTML format.
Markup of new guideline version
Afterwards, we automatically searched for unchanged sentences that were marked in the previous guideline version and added the corresponding Versioning computer-interpretable guidelines 63 Figure 6 Steps to transform extracted information into actions. DELT/A links into the current document. Now, we were able to have LASSIE check the adapted sentences for relevancy. The new version of Section 4 consists of 515 sentences. We were able to inherit 133 sentences of the old version, which means that six relevant sentences were either changed or removed in the new version. 13 updated or new sentences were found and checked with LASSIE, which classified 10 as relevant (see also Table 1 ).
The new relevant sentences were marked and assigned a new DELT/A link as well as a version id.
Action generation and further transformations
Before proceeding with the next step, we had to cross-check the new added or modified sentences. We were able to verify the relevance of 10 new sentences classified by LASSIE. Furthermore, we also classified the remaining three sentences as not relevant for our tasks.
The new sentences were then classified in action or annotation sentences. The latter were then assigned to action sentences. We received five action sentences and five annotation sentences. Four of the annotation sentences were assigned to two previously available action sentences (see Fig. 8 for an example); one to a new action sentence. Thus, the remaining unchanged action models were inherited from the previous version.
Again, this step is cross-checked by a human. The inspections can be accomplished fast, as, on the one side, added and modified sentences (or clauses) are highlighted in the original guideline document and, on the other side, models in intermediate representations of deleted sentences can be easily detected by DELT/A's functionality.
The same procedure is done for all subsequent steps in an analogous manner.
Discussion
Our study shows that using a document-centric approach -the LASSIE methodology in combination with the DELT/A tool -offers distinct benefits in modeling living guidelines. By using automatic methods for comparing and matching the different guideline versions as well as computerizing to CIGs, a fast adaptation of the new document is possible. As in living guidelines there will not be radical changes from one version to the succeeding version, inheriting of previous models is a simple, time-saving, but effective method for modeling computersupported guidelines. Models that have been added or modified by knowledge engineers in previous versions can also be transferred easily. Furthermore, in the intermediate representations the new models are marked by their version ids to enable a prompt identification. Thus, the user is able to perform adaptations quickly and conveniently.
Unfortunately, we are not able to provide detailed data about the time a typical adaptation would cost.
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K. Kaiser, S. Miksch Fig. 7) . The sentences were classified as annotation sentences and thus were assigned an action sentence. Unchanged sentences and their corresponding models were inherited. Guideline modeling is a very complex and cumbersome task and the modeling effort extremely depends on the skills as well as on the training of the guideline modeler. Nevertheless, inheriting unchanged models and only modeling adaptations should cause a decrease of modeling effort, especially as there are only minor modifications from one version of a living guideline to the next. These fast adaptations would also support the integration of computer-interpretable guidelines (CIGs) in patient data management systems (PDMSs). Having the possibility of relatively fast adaptations of CIGs, on the one hand, the dissemination of CIGs can be fostered and, on the other hand, the acceptance of CPGs as well as of CIGs can be enhanced, as health care is geared to up-to-date medical evidence consequently.
A limitation of our methodology is that minor changes (e.g., adding or removing a new reference, or changes like ''Nedocromil sodium is of some benefit . . .'' to ''Nedocromil sodium is also of some benefit . . .'') in the text may result in applying a new relevance check, sentence classification, action generation, and so on, which will require an evaluation by a human afterwards. In methods described in Section 2.3 such minor changes may be checked and accomplished by a human user more efficiently and therefore saves a lot of time and cumbersome work.
Furthermore, we have to mention that the IRs do not contain the models of all versions, only the actual ones. Thus, it is not possible to have one file for all versions, but one file for each version of a representation.
In future versions we plan to integrate terminology support, in order to control changes of expressions (e.g., the name of a disease was changed) and -in case of the same underlying concept -to consider this rather non-change in our methodology (cf. 'Previous Indexing' in the MeSH thesaurus). This will support the integration of CIGs into the PDMS as well as the compatibility and comparability between different CPGs' versions. Therefore, the analysis of past CPGs, their usefulness, and further comparative medical studies can be easily performed. This could have an impact on the evaluation of the CPGs' versions and ease the development of improved CPGs in the future.
Conclusion
Living guidelines are documents presenting up-todate and state-of-the-art knowledge to practitioners. To support their application they have to be brought in a computer-interpretable form, which is a difficult task.
We proposed a method applicable on documents previously being formalized using a document-centric approach. Thereby, the guideline document is marked-up and corresponding formal models are generated. Our method utilizes these links between the textual document and the formal models. It inherits formalized models of the previous guideline version by re-linking them to their corresponding text parts in the new guideline version. Only changed or added texts have to be analyzed and modeled. The formalization task is thereby accomplished using the LASSIE methodology. It is a semi-automatic approach using IE and various intermediate representations to model different kinds of information in various granularities. Our case study showed that the modeling effort can be reduced considerably by applying our LASSIE methodology.
By re-using previously formalized models of guidelines we are able to quickly and effectively formalize new guideline versions.
